
The cordless drill hammer TE-HD 18 Li-Solo is a robust and versatile power house for screwing and drilling jobs with additional powerful hammer
function and independence from mains. Thanks to its pneumatic hammer mechanism highly good propulsion in concrete is enabled. Due to its
ergonomic handle with soft grip the drill can be handled comfortably and safely at every time. The practical quick stop function against unwanted coast-
down of drills and the bright LED light for optimal illumination of the working area provide further operational comfort. ATTENTION: This device is
delivered WITHOUT battery and charger.

TE-HD 18 Li - Solo
Cordless Rotary Hammer

Item No.: 4513812

Ident No.: 11014

Bar Code: 4006825604054

Features
Member of the Power X-Change family-
3 functions: screwing, drilling, hammer drilling even in concrete-
Pneumatic hammer action for easy drilling in concrete-
Powerful motor and metal gearing for high torque-
Universal SDS-plus-bit mounting with auto-slip-in function-
Finely adjustable speed electronics for sensitive jobs-
Ergonomic grip area with softgrip-
Incl. LED-light to illuminate working area-
Supplied without battery and charger (available separately)-

Technical Data
- Idle speed (gear 1) 0-1100 min^-1
- Impact rate (gear 1) 0-5700 min^-1
- Impact power 1.2 J
- Max. torque hard 9.9 Nm
- Drilling capacity in concrete 12 mm
- Accumulator 18 V  |  Li-Ion

Logistic Data
- Tool weight 1.39 kg
- Gross Weight 1.58 kg
- Pieces per export carton 8 Pieces
- Gross weight export carton 13 kg
- Dimensions single packaging 266 x 80 x 215 mm
- Dimensions export carton 545 x 340 x 230 mm
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 5280 | 11088 | 12264

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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